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Abstract. We consider a time-dependent linear global electrostatic toroidal fluid

ion-temperature gradient (ITG) model to study the evolution of toroidal drift modes

in tokamak plasmas as the equilibrium flow-shear varies with time. While we consider

the ITG mode as a specific example, the results are expected to be valid for most

other toroidal microinstabilities. A key result is that when there is a position in the

plasma with a maximum in the instability drive (e.g. ITG), there is a transient burst

of stronger growth as the flow-shear evolves through a critical value. This transient

burst is expected to drive a filamentary plasma eruption, reminiscent of small-ELMs.

The amplitude of the dominant linear mode is initially peaked above or below the

outboard midplane, and rotates through it poloidally as the flow-shear passes through

the critical value. This theoretical prediction could provide an experimental test of

whether this mechanism underlies some classes of small-ELMs.
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1. Introduction

The optimisation of heat and particle losses caused by turbulent transport is regarded

as one of the main research areas in the pursuit of magnetic confinement fusion as a

commercial source of energy. This plasma turbulence is driven by microinstabilities - a

class of plasma instabilities with wavelengths perpendicular to the magnetic field line

of the order of the ion Larmor radius. These can be electrostatic or electromagnetic

in nature, and arise from the destabilisation of basic plasma waves. To provide a

specific example, we will focus on an electrostatic ion-temperature gradient (ITG)

mode associated with the sound wave. Nevertheless, from previous analytic theory
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[1–3], we expect our analysis and conclusions to be generic to most other toroidal

microinstabilities.

While a full calculation of the turbulence saturation level must involve non-linear

effects, linear studies of the candidate modes provide a helpful insight into understanding

the conditions and some consequences of turbulence. For example, turbulent transport

is often sufficiently stiff to ensure the density and temperature profiles adjust close to

the threshold predicted by linear theory [4, 5].

Toroidal drift instabilities are characterised by short wavelengths perpendicular to

magnetic field lines, with an extended structure along them. Many poloidal Fourier

harmonics, m, are coupled to provide the global mode structure, each of which is highly

localised in the vicinity of the flux surface where the safety factor q(r) = m/n is rational

(n is the toroidal mode number). The spacing between these ‘rational surfaces’ is given

by ∆ = 1/nq′ (where q′ is the radial derivative of the safety factor profile). For high

n modes thought to be responsible for micro-turbulence, ∆ ≪ Leq where Leq is the

scale over which the equilibrium profiles vary. Adjacent magnetic flux surfaces are

then approximately equivalent, and the ballooning formalism exploits this symmetry to

reduce a 2D system (for the structure of the perturbed potential φ1(x, θ)) to a pair of

1D ordinary differential equations [2, 3]. Expanding the global 2D equation in the small

parameter 1/nq′, at the lowest n → ∞ ordering the ballooning theory provides the mode

structure along a field line and the local mode eigenvalue Ω0(x, k) = ω0(x, k)+ iγ0(x, k).

Here x = r− r0 is the radial variable (r: radial coordinate, r0: reference rational surface

where q(r0) = m0/n) and k = nq′θ0 is the radial wavenumber (θ0 corresponds to the

poloidal angle θ where the individual Fourier modes are in phase, and therefore where

the ballooning mode amplitude peaks). At this leading order θ0 is a free parameter

(and is generally chosen to maximise the instability growth-rate). To determine θ0
and construct the full radial mode-structure and global (true) complex mode frequency

Ω = ω + iγ from the leading order local results, we need to proceed to the next order

in 1/nq′. At this level, profile variations put a constraint on θ0. Depending on the

equilibrium profiles, this higher-order theory then predicts two types of global mode-

structures for all toroidal microinstabilities [1, 6, 7]: the Isolated Mode (IM) and the

General Mode (GM).

The IM exists in the special situation when Ω0(x, k) has a stationary point in x

and k. In typical up-down symmetric tokamak equilibria, this mode will balloon near

the outboard-midplane (i.e. θ0 = 0) and have a strong global growth-rate γ ≈ Max[γ0].

The GM on the other hand does not have any constraint on Ω0(x, k) and is therefore

always accessible. It will typically peak off the equatorial midplane, usually at the top

or bottom of the poloidal cross-section, and has a growth-rate obtained by averaging

Ω0 over θ0 (where Ω0 is periodic in θ0) [2, 7–9]. The GM is therefore more stable than

the IM. Taylor expanding in x, Ω = Ω0(k) + Ωx(k)x+ Ωxx(k)x
2/2 + . . . (where Ωx and

Ωxx denote the first and second radial derivatives), the IM exists under the condition

Ωx(k0) = 0, where (∂Ωx/∂k)|k=k0 = 0. Here we point out that for a poloidally up-down

symmetric equilibrium, periodicity in θ implies that k0 = 0 satisfies this. More general
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(for example, shaped) equilibria can result in non-zero values of k0.

Now consider the situation in a transport barrier, such as the tokamak edge pedestal

of the H-mode. We expect the source of free-energy for instabilities (i.e. the profile

gradients) to be maximum somewhere inside that transport barrier. For some r = r0
we therefore expect to find Im[Ωx]=0, but in general Re[Ωx] 6= 0 at this location, and

the plasma cannot access the IM. Let us consider now the role of flow-shear, which is

ubiquitous and likely to be important in the edge transport barrier [10–12]. A toroidal

flow profile that is linear in x in the neighbourhood of r0, Ωφ = Ω′
φx (assuming a frame

where Ωφ(r0) = 0), adds a radially varying Doppler shift to the local mode frequencies,

such that Ωx → Ωx + nΩ′
φ. Of course the flow-shear induced frequency shift Ω′

φ is real

and there will be a critical flow-shear, Ω′
c = −Re[Ωx]/n, where Ω0(x, k) has no term

linear in x, triggering the IM. Dickinson et al [3] and Abdoul et al [13] have shown that

such a transition does indeed occur for a critical flow-shear. The associated strong burst

in linear growth and, likely, a corresponding burst in transport, could be responsible for

small-ELMs.

While previous works have demonstrated the effect of stationary plasma profiles on

the accessibility of these modes, the pedestal profiles in a tokamak plasma usually evolve

continuously, crashing during the repetitive plasma eruptions called edge localised modes

(ELMs), and then building up again towards the next ELM. Therefore, we are interested

here in how the modes develop as the profiles evolve, particularly in the role of flow-

shear. We are especially interested in the dynamics of the GM-IM-GM transition as this

flow-shear evolves through the critical value referred to above. The resulting transient

burst of growth during the IM phase may drive a plasma eruption which could provide

a model for small-ELMs. The more typical ”Type-I” ELMs are violent eruptions driven

by ideal magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) instabilities, and eject up to 10% of the stored

plasma thermal energy. This would cause unacceptable damage on ITER; so techniques

to control these Type-I ELMs or find ”small-ELM” regimes relevant for ITER is very

important. The physics of the GM-IM-GM transition that we explore here suggests a

more benign ELM than the Type-I ideal-MHD event, providing a possible scenario for

acceptable ELMs on ITER.

To explore the dynamics of the GM-IM-GM transition as flow-shear evolves, we

carry out full 2D initial-value simulations of a model global ITG equation that captures

the essential features of toroidicity and radial profiles generic to all toroidal micro-

instabilities. In Section 2 we introduce this model before describing benchmark results

for stationary profiles in Section 3, and the results for an evolving flow-shear in Section

4. We conclude in Section 5 with implications of our results and possible experimental

tests for a small-ELM model based on this mechanism.
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2. Model system

2.1. Physics model

In this paper we illustrate the essential physics by considering a simple global linear

electrostatic fluid toroidal model of the ITG mode with adiabatic electrons for the

perturbed potential φ̃ = φ1(x, θ) exp(inφ) in a large aspect-ratio circular cross-section

tokamak [14]


ρ2s
∂2

∂x2
− k2

θρ
2

s −
σ2

Ω2

(

∂
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+ inq

)2

− 2ǫn
Ω

(
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sinθ

kθ
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− Ω− 1

Ω + ηs



φ1(x, θ) = 0. (1)

Here the first two terms containing ρs are due to finite Larmor radius effects; the

third term is the ion-sound term and encapsulates the parallel dynamics; the fourth term

arises due to the toroidal curvature; and the final eigenvalue term captures the adiabatic

electron response, amongst other ion physics. The various equilibrium parameters used

are as follows (prime denotes radial derivative): ρ2s = ρ2i τ , where ρi is the ion Larmor

radius and τ = Te/Ti the electron to ion temperature ratio; ǫn(r) = Ln/R is the density

scale length Ln(= ns/n
′
s) normalised to the plasma major radius R; σ(r) = ǫn/(qkθρs);

kθ = m0/r is the poloidal wavenumber, with q(r0) = m0/n and n the toroidal mode

number; q = q(r0)+ q′x is the safety factor profile with x = r− r0 and r0 some reference

rational surface; ηs = (1+1.5ηi)/τ , where ηi(r) = nsT
′
i/Tin

′
s is the ITG mode drive; and

finally, Ω = ω+ iγ is the global mode frequency normalised to the electron diamagnetic

frequency ω∗e.

In eqn. (1), balancing the eigenvalue term with the rest (which are small) requires

either Ω ≃ 1 or ηs ≫ 1. The ordering Ω ≃ 1 gives rise to the electron drift mode,

whereas the condition ηs ≫ 1 corresponds to the ITG branch [4] - which is the focus

of our work. Note that because ηs ≫ 1, we are constrained to consider only strongly

unstable modes.

This model is, of course, a great simplification of the full ITG mode physics, which

requires a gyrokinetic or gyrofluid treatment to take proper account of drift-resonances,

and should also include electromagnetic effects particularly at high β [15]. Nevertheless,

since we are more interested in the dynamics of the two toroidal eigenmode categories

(IM and GM) than the details of any particular micro-instability, the use of this model,

shown previously to analytically capture the two branches, is justified [2].

2.2. Numerical modelling

We solve eqn. (1) by Fourier expanding φ1(x, θ) =
∑

m φm(x) exp(−imθ), and project

out the Fourier harmonics to derive:
[

bŝ2
∂2

∂y2
− b+

(

σ

Ω

)2

(m′ − y)2 − Ω− 1

Ω + ηs

]

φm =
ǫn
Ω

∑

±

[

1± ŝ
∂

∂y

]

φm±1. (2)

Here b = k2

θρ
2

s, m
′ = m − m0, nq

′ = kθŝ (ŝ = rq′/q is the magnetic-shear), and we

have further defined the dimensionless radial variable y = nq′x (note y takes integer
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values at rational surfaces). This form also explicitly highlights the coupling of mode

m with m ± 1 modes, which is a result of the curvature drift term. Rather than solve

this eigenmode equation, we develop a time-dependent system. But before discussing

this formalism, let us consider the role of flow-shear.

2.2.1. Incorporating the effect of flow-shear Sheared perpendicular (v′⊥) and parallel

(v′‖) flows are ubiquitous to the edge pedestal. In our analysis however, we consider

the toroidal flows vφ as dominant due to effects such as NBI driven toroidal momentum

input, and strong neoclassical damping of poloidal flows [16]. So we set vθ = 0, and

this constraint allows us to relate vφ with v⊥ - the perpendicular E ×B shear provides

a stabilisation mechanism and also convects the ballooning modes in the poloidal angle

[17]. The impact of parallel velocity gradients on the linear drive [18] is neglected,

assuming this is much smaller than the temperature gradient drive. As we will be

considering flow-shears (normalised to ω∗e) of order 1/n to demonstrate the GM-IM-GM

transition, this is a reasonable assumption. For such small flow-shears, the dominant

effect is through a Doppler-shift in Ω [19], i.e. Ω → Ω + nΩ′
φx, where Ω′

φ is a real

number and sets the flow-shearing rate. We are working in the reference frame where

the rational surface of interest at r = r0 is at rest. Centrifugal and Coriolis force effects

can be neglected for the low rotation speeds we assume - much less than the sound speed.

We shall be considering a time-dependent flow-shear in Section 4; nevertheless, we shall

assume that the flow at the rational surface r = r0 is fixed to avoid the complications

associated with an accelerating frame of reference.

2.2.2. A time-dependent formalism We perform the transformation Ω → Ω + γEy to

eqn. (2), where γE = dΩφ/dq, and map Ω → i∂/∂t. We further decompose the potential

into three new fields and evolve the system self-consistently in time using a 4th-order

Runge-Kutta scheme (refer to Appendix A for details). An instantaneous complex

mode frequency Ωm(t) = i∂ lnφm/∂t can be associated with each individual Fourier

mode, evaluated at the rational surface where q(rm) = m/n, i.e. at y = m′. Once an

eigenmode is established, we expect Ωm(t) to be the same for all m and independent of

time.

2.3. Equilibrium parameters

Table 1 lists the physics parameters used in our simulations (deviations from these are

mentioned where appropriate). In addition, the ITG drive ηs has a radial profile of the

form ηs = ηg(1.0 − ηcx
2), with ηg = 2.0, ηc = 1062.5, and 40 Fourier-modes on either

side of m0 are found to be sufficient for convergence.

For any given set of parameters, several radial harmonics of an eigenmode are

simultaneously unstable. The initial-value code becomes dominated in time by the most

unstable harmonic. To find the dominant linear mode more rapidly, we have chosen

parameters where the most unstable harmonic has a significantly higher growth-rate
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Table 1: Equilibrium parameters used in simulations, with frequencies normalised to

ω∗e

r0/a kθρi ŝ ǫn τ q n m0 γE

0.965 0.2 25.0 0.08 1.0 1.4 50 70 [-0.006, 0.006]

than the other modes, and is also close to the fundamental radial harmonic (further

relaxing the grid resolution needed to resolve the finer spatial structures associated

with higher harmonics). This means the solution will rapidly converge to the dominant

mode from initial conditions, allowing for numerical efficiency and easy comparison with

earlier eigenmode solutions to eqn. (1) [3]. Another guiding influence for our parameter

choice is to ensure that the same eigenmode is the most unstable as the flow-shear is

varied through the GM-IM-GM transition. This enables us to compare our initial-value

code results readily with previous eigenmode studies. That said, and with small-ELM

dynamics in mind, our parameters are relevant to those typically found in the pedestal

(except, perhaps, ηs, which we must take to be large for the validity of the model).

3. Global mode behaviour: stationary profiles

For the results discussed in this section, all simulations were performed with plasma

profiles held fixed in time. The simulations were initialised with noise, and after sufficient

time, the initial-value code is seen to converge to an eigenmode solution (Fig. 1). Note

how all the individual Ωm(t) converge to a single global complex mode frequency Ω

as the eigenmode establishes. Comparisons with the eigenmode solution of eqn. (2)

developed in [3], over a wide range of plasma parameters, yields agreement with our

initial value approach to within 0.1%.

−0.77
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ω
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0 300 600 900 1200
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0.740
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0.750

γ
m

[ω
∗e
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: (Colour online) (a) shows the evolution of Ωm(t) = ωm(t)+ iγm(t), where each

line is a different poloidal harmonic m. (b) shows the real part of the eigenfunction

in the poloidal plane corresponding to the time indicated (dashed vertical line) in (a),

whereas (c) shows its magnitude. Note that the global mode peaks at r0/a = 0.965; all

our 2D plots have been scaled to help visualise the mode structure more clearly.
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3.1. Obtaining the global eigenmodes: the Isolated and General Modes

We first set the flow-shearing rate γE = 0, and neglect all profile variations except for a

quadratic ηs profile. As described in [3, 13], we then expect the IM which should balloon

at the outboard-midplane (see Fig. 2b). The incorporation of flow-shear Doppler-shifts

the real part of the complex mode frequency, removing the stationary point from the

complex Ω0(x). The IM is therefore no longer possible and the global eigenmode moves

to peak away from the outboard midplane.

−0.81

−0.79

−0.77

−0.75

ω
[ω

∗e
]

−5.0 −2.5 0.0 2.5 5.0
γE [ω ∗e] 1e−3

0.69

0.71

0.73

0.75

γ
[ω

∗e
]

γE,GM

γE,IM

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: (Colour online) In (a), the solid curves show the converged eigenvalues from

the initial-value code, whereas the crosses are solutions to the eigenmode eqn. (1) using

the code from ref. [3]. The subsequent frames show how the IM (b) smoothly evolves

(c) into the GM (d), as the flow-shear increases from γE = 0, through γE = −0.001 and

finally to γE = −0.004, as indicated by the vertical lines in (a). The instability is a fully

developed GM for |γE| ≥ γE,GM (dashed lines in (a)).

Referring to Fig. 2a, the IM is seen to have the strongest growth. As the flow-

shear magnitude is steadily increased towards |γE| = γE,GM, the ITG growth-rate γ is

reduced, and the IM is seen to smoothly evolve into the GM (Figs. 2b-2d), rotating

from the outboard midplane at θ = 0 for γE = 0 to the top/bottom at θ = ±π/2 for

|γE| > γE,GM. For our parameters |γE,GM| = 0.004. The GM complex growth-rate is

only weakly dependent on γE, and the transition to this asymptotic regime has been

labelled by γE,GM in Fig. 2a. The IM therefore exists within a narrow window in γE,

which, in our model, is in the vicinity of γE = 0. In general, as we introduce plasma
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profiles (i.e. an x-dependence of q, ǫn etc.), the IM is accessed for a non-zero value of

γE = γE,IM [13, 20].

Note the small difference between γGM and γIM. This is likely a result of the large

aspect-ratio assumption (ǫn ≪ 1) and high magnetic shear, which favors the slab-like

modes. For realistic geometries, we expect the Fourier modes to be more strongly

coupled, leading to more highly unstable IMs compared to GM. But qualitatively, the

results would be similar to those presented here.

3.2. Dynamics of eigenmode formation

One question that naturally arises is how do these linear eigenmodes establish their

structures from a given set of initial conditions, and what are the associated dynamics

of formation? But before exploring the physics in this subsection, we find it convenient

to define a single instantaneous global growth-rate γ from an integral of the modulus of

the potential over x and θ (see Appendix B).

Depending on how the perturbation is initialised, we observe three distinct scenarios

for the formation of the eigenmode: (1) As illustrated in Fig. 3, if the initial perturbation

peaks around the inboard-midplane, then independent of γE, the initial structure decays

rapidly, and almost simultaneously, a transient double-structure is established near the

outboard-midplane - this is not yet an eigenmode. Now if |γE| < γE,GM, this double-

structure combines into a single coherent eigenmode structure localised on the outboard

side (at the midplane if γE = γE,IM = 0). This is the situation shown in Fig. 3, where

γE = −0.0038 = −0.95γE,GM. Figures 2b and 2c give two further examples of the

converged eigenmode structure for smaller values of |γE| < γE,GM (γE = 0 and −0.001).

If however |γE| ≥ γE,GM, the coherent mode is convected poloidally and performs many

poloidal rotations, before finally settling down to the eigenmode. This Floquet behaviour

is distinguished by its periodic variation in γ(t) (Fig. 4a), and will be described in more

detail in Section 3.3. (2) If the perturbation is initialised anywhere on the outboard side,

independent of γE, a strong single coherent structure first forms at the position of the

initial perturbation, before being convected to its final eigenmode position. Figure 4b

shows the evolution of the global growth-rate when the initial perturbation amplitude

is maximum at the outboard-midplane. (3) Finally, when initialised with random noise

distributed uniformly in the poloidal angle, a coherent structure first forms at the

outboard-midplane independent of the size of γE. Next, and as with both previous

scenarios, if |γE| < γE,GM, the structure rotates to the poloidal position associated with

its eigenmode and stays there, whereas if |γE| ≥ γE,GM, the coherent structure rotates

continually to establish the Floquet Mode (Fig. 4c).

3.3. Floquet Modes

With the inclusion of sheared plasma rotation, the standard ballooning representation

no longer captures the eigenfunction efficiently, as the sheared rotation destroys

the underlying equivalence of adjacent magnetic rational flux surfaces. Cooper [21]
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3: (Colour online) The plots show the poloidal mode-structure of the instability

as it evolves towards a GM, after initiating the perturbation on the inboard side (to the

left of each figure) with γE = −0.95γE,GM. (a) shows the initial perturbation; (b)-(c)

show the rapid formation of the outboard structure (only for γE = γE,IM does the final

eigenmode establish here), accompanied by a decay of the initial inboard perturbation;

and (d)-(f) show the subsequent evolution towards the GM. The frames correspond

to the times 0T, 0.017T, 0.071T, 0.125T, 0.5T and 1.0T, where T is the eigenmode

formation time.

addressed this by employing a time-dependent eikonal, which then leads to Floquet

Modes. In ref. [22], Taylor and Wilson use an alternative eigenmode representation and

conclude that, when higher-order (1/n) effects are considered (as captured directly by

these global simulations), a perturbation adopts a time-dependent Floquet form which

evolves towards the eigenmode over ∼ n Floquet periods. Our simulations shed more

light on this mechanism and we quantify this for specific cases.

We first establish the most unstable eigenmode for the parameters ǫn = 0.04 and

γE = −0.003, which is located near the bottom of the poloidal cross-section, as shown

in Fig. 5b. We then re-start the simulation, and at t = 200, switch the flow-shear to

γE = 0.006 instantly, and hold it fixed in time for the remainder of the simulation. Figure

5a shows how the global instantaneous Floquet Mode growth-rate, γFM(t), evolves in

time in response to this change in γE. The eigenmode for this new shearing rate would

be localised at the top of the plasma. However, instead of rotating poloidally to the top

and staying there (Fig. 5c), the mode overshoots to the inboard side (Fig. 5d), then

makes a rapid transition (Fig. 5e) to the outboard side (Fig. 5f), before again slowly

tracking across the top; this rotation in the poloidal angle continues for many periods.
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Figure 4: (Colour online) Evolution of the global growth-rates in time, as a function of

the flow-shearing rate for different initial perturbations: (a) maximum amplitude on the

inboard side; (b) maximum amplitude on the outboard side; and (c) poloidally uniform

noise. For the case γE = 1.25γE,GM, we just show the first few Floquet periods.

The final three plots (Figs. 5g, 5h, 5i) show a similar behaviour for the next Floquet

period, except now the onset of the rapid outboard transition occurs closer to the top,

and the mode whips even faster around the bottom. Further into the simulation, the

evolving Floquet Mode gradually spends less time at the bottom and more time at

the top with each cycle, before eventually settling down as a GM, with γFM(t) → γGM

as predicted in ref. [22]. Our simulations suggest that the onset of this Floquet-like

poloidal precession occurs when the flow-shear exceeds the threshold value, indicated

by γE,GM in Fig. 2. For |γE| ∼ γE,GM, the instability goes to the top/bottom of the

poloidal cross-section and stays there, but exceeding this value tips the mode into a

Floquet oscillation.

Taylor and Wilson [22] further conclude that Floquet solutions evolve to the

eigenmode over a time of order nκ/κ1 Floquet periods, where the radial flow profile

is given by κy + κ1y
2/n. Note that in a higher-order treatment, even with κ1 = 0, the

radial variation in other equilibrium quantities typically contribute an O(n−2) piece to

the quadratic term (such as ηs(x)), implying then that the Floquet Mode settles down
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Figure 5: (Colour online) (a) shows the global growth-rate γ (green) and flow-shear γE
(blue) as a function of the normalised time. The dashed vertical lines indicate time-slices

that correspond to the potential plots presented in frames (b)-(i) in chronological order.

to the eigenmode after O(n2) periods of rotation, as is the case in Fig. 5. Note also that

ref. [22] analyses the electron-drift branch of eqn. (1). Nonetheless, we expect their

conclusions will hold for all toroidal drift modes, in particular the ITG mode considered

here; this is confirmed in Fig. 6. Each run is initialised with a perturbation on the

outboard side, then performing scans in κ1 at fixed κ and n, we find that the number

of Floquet periods to converge to the eigenmode is indeed proportional to nκ/κ1 (with

the coefficient of determination R2 = 0.97). Note that for nκ/κ1 = −40 and −100,

Fig. 6b shows the classic Floquet behaviour. For nκ/κ1 = −30 however, there is no

Floquet behaviour, as the expected γE would have dropped below the γE,GM for these

parameters.
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Figure 6: (a) shows the number of Floquet periods required for the global growth-rate

to converge to within 0.1% of the eigenmode growth-rate. (b) shows the evolution of

the growth-rate in time for three different values of nκ/κ1. Scans have been performed

with fixed κ = −0.005, n = 50 and ǫn = 0.04, while κ1 was varied.

4. Global mode behaviour: dynamic profiles

The trigger for Type-I ELMs is well described by the ideal-MHD peeling-ballooning

model [23, 24], and some other ELM types are qualitatively consistent with MHD

triggers. For example, Type-II ELMs may be associated with pure-ballooning modes

and the high/low density branches of Type-III may be explained using resistive-

ballooning/pure-peeling triggers [25]. But are all ELMs necessarily MHD events? Or

can the linear properties of toroidal drift modes provide an alternative model for some

small-ELM types? In exploring whether such a model could explain small-ELMs, we are

interested in how these modes would respond to evolving plasma profiles, particularly,

as the flow-shear passes through a critical value that triggers the GM-IM-GM transition.

Since our interest is in the GM-IM-GM eigenmode transition as γE evolves from

−γE,GM, through γE,IM to γE,GM, we choose to remove the Floquet dynamics from this

study and initiate our simulations with an eigenmode that is close to a fully developed

GM (ballooning at θ ∼ −π/2 for γE = −0.95γE,GM). We then ramp the flow-shear

through the critical value (γE = γE,IM = 0 for our parameters) to access the IM, and

then hold the flow-shear fixed (at γE = 0.95γE,GM) to obtain another GM (ballooning

now at θ ∼ π/2). The rate of change of flow-shear, dγE/dt, is then considered on three

distinct time-scales: (1) a sufficiently slow change such that the instability retains its

eigenmode form as it evolves in response to γE(t), with dγE/dt = 1.0e-6; (2) a much

faster ramp with dγE/dt = 1.0e-4; and (3), in the limiting case of dγE/dt → ∞, i.e. a

sudden switch in γE. We discuss these cases in turn.

4.1. Mode response to slowly varying profiles

If the equilibrium profiles vary sufficiently slowly, the linear modes have time to

respond and retain the eigenmode structure corresponding to the instantaneous plasma

parameters. Figure 7a represents this scenario. We know the evolving instability is an
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Figure 7: (Colour online) Plots (a)-(c) show the evolution of the growth-rate of

each Fourier mode (coloured curves) as a function of flow-shear γE (solid blue) for

different dγE/dt. (d)-(f) show the corresponding mode-structures at the times when the

instantaneous global growth-rate is maximum, indicated by the dashed-vertical lines in

the frames above. The green-horizontal line indicates the IM growth-rate, whereas the

solid-red line is the instantaneous global growth-rate. Potential structures at the times

annotated by the arrows in (c) can be seen in Fig. 8. [For ω∗e = 106 Hz, 1000 units on

the time-axis ∼ 1 ms.]

eigenmode throughout since the plotted significant Fourier modes‡ have the same Ωm(t)

at all times. Figure 7d shows the eigenfunction at the time when the global growth-rate

is the maximum (indicated by the dashed-vertical line in Fig. 7a). As expected, the

mode balloons at θ = 0 and has the same growth-rate as the IM for γE = γE,IM = 0.

Note that this scenario is similar to Fig. 2, where each value of γ, for the corresponding

γE, was obtained by running the simulation to long times with profiles held fixed in

time.

4.2. Mode response to rapidly varying profiles

Changing the flow-shear over a much quicker time-scale (Fig. 7b) in turn led to several

interesting observations:

‡ The significant Fourier modes are defined to be those with an amplitude greater than 1% of the

global-mode amplitude envelope.
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Coherent identity: If the profiles change rapidly, the evolving instability can no longer

retain its eigenmode identity. This is apparent from the different growth-rates γm(t)

associated with the significant Fourier harmonics (Fig. 7b). Nevertheless, the

perturbation does retain a coherent structure as it rotates from the bottom of the plasma

to the top with evolving γE. This characteristic is demonstrated in Fig. 8, but in the

limit when dγE/dt → ∞ (section 4.3).

Strong growth: Even though some Fourier harmonics can transiently have growth-rates

greater than the IM, the global growth-rate as defined in Appendix B never exceeds γIM
for the parameters considered, but does transiently approach it. This may be expected

since the IM is obtained by combining the amplitudes and phases of the Fourier modes

to yield the maximum growth-rate. What is intriguing, perhaps, is that γmax ∼ γIM
even though the structure is not exactly that of the eigenmode.

Profile lag: We observe that the growth-rate peaks, approaching that of the IM,

somewhat after γE has passed through its critical value for the IM. Further, referring to

Fig. 7e, we note that this maximum in growth-rate occurs after the mode has rotated

past the outboard-midplane.

4.3. Mode response to a sudden profile switch

Finally, we ask what happens when the flow-shear passes through the critical value in

the limit dγE/dt → ∞, switching γE suddenly from negative to positive (Fig. 7c). We

find that all the features discussed in Section 4.2 are recovered. Note also that the global

growth-rate approaches γIM after only ∼ 300 e-foldings, and then returns to the γGM

value over a much longer period of ∼ 1500 e-foldings. These numbers are approximately

of the order it takes the IM and GM to establish their structures from noise.

4.4. Eigenmode-Floquet dynamics

So far, Floquet dynamics were removed from our GM-IM-GM transition studies by

stopping the flow-shearing rate γE from going beyond γE,GM. In Fig. 9a, we show that

if γE is ramped beyond γE,GM at the same rate as for Fig. 7a, the mode develops into a

Floquet Mode. If one ramps γE more slowly (so that the eigenmode can be treated in

time more precisely) as in Fig. 9b, we find that the eigenmode performs two full Floquet

cycles as γE exceeds γE,GM, before settling to oscillate at the bottom of the tokamak

(see γ around t = 8.4e4 in Fig. 9c). We return to consider the possible implications of

this in ELM dynamics in Section 5.

5. Summary and discussion

In the high-n limit, the higher-order ballooning eigenmode theory predicts two

distinct linear mode structures (Isolated Mode and General Mode) for all toroidal
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Figure 8: (Colour online) (a)-(f) show the poloidal mode-structure of the time evolving

instability following a step in γE, with γE < γE,GM (chronologically at times indicated

by arrows in Fig. 7c).
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Figure 9: (a) shows the situation in Fig. 7a, except now the flow-shearing rate (dashed-

blue line) has been pushed past γE,GM; the case in (b) is for a much slower evolution of

γE, with dγE/dt=1.0e-7. Plot (c) shows the magnified images of the shaded regions in

(a) and (b).

microinstabilities (e.g. ITG, TEM, KBM etc.). In this paper we have presented results

from a new time-dependent code, developed to investigate the properties of the linear

global toroidal electrostatic fluid-ITG mode as the flow-shear evolves in time. While

we consider the ITG mode as a specific example, we expect our results to be generic to

most toroidal microinstabilities.

In Section 3, holding all plasma profiles fixed in time, we obtain both mode

structures from our initial value approach and characterise their behaviour leading up
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to the eigenmode formation. First, considering the eigenmode, we demonstrate that

the GM, sitting at the bottom of the poloidal cross-section for a negative flow-shear,

rotates to the top for a positive flow-shear, accessing the IM on the outboard side for

an intermediate critical flow-shear. Note that if the direction of the curvature and

∇B drifts are reversed, the GM will then balloon at the bottom (top) for a positive

(negative) flow-shear. It is interesting to note that Brower et al [26] in their study of

the spatial and spectral distribution of tokamak microturbulence, observe a strong up-

down asymmetry in the poloidal density fluctuation distribution along a vertical chord

passing through the plasma centre, which inverts with current reversal. This could be

connected to the presence of General Modes. Second, we find that for our strongly

unstable cases, the GM structure takes ∼ 1300 e-foldings to form from noise, while the

IM takes a considerably less ∼ 300 e-foldings§. These values indicate that in this case,

non-linear terms are likely to become important before the linear mode-structures can

establish. However, we remind the reader that our model is constrained to consider

only strongly unstable modes (since ηs ≫ 1). As we gradually increase ηs by 100%, we

find that the global growth-rate increases by over 80%, whereas the time to form the

eigenmode only changes by 0.1%. Future studies should test our ideas in a more realistic

plasma model - if the time to form the eigenmode remains insensitive to the linear drive

when profiles are held close to marginal stability, then our linear dynamics may play an

important role in the turbulence close to the linear threshold. Thirdly, for high linear

flow-shears κ (equivalently, γE), we find the instability exhibits Floquet behaviour. The

addition of a quadratic flow-profile κ1y
2/n damps the Floquet oscillations so that γFM(t)

approaches γGM, as the Floquet Mode evolves towards the eigenmode, over O(nκ/κ1)

Floquet periods; this is in agreement with the theoretical predictions in ref. [22].

In Section 4, we investigated the response of these toroidal drift modes as the

flow-shear is evolved through a critical value to trigger a GM-IM-GM transition. For

small deviations from the critical flow-shear, i.e. |γE| < γE,GM, the flow profile

was changed over three time-scales. When the flow is varied on a slow time-scale

compared to the eigenmode formation time, as the mode structure responds, it retains

the instantaneous eigenmode form. However, when the flow-profile was changed more

rapidly, and subsequently in the limiting case of dγE/dt → ∞, several interesting

features emerge: (1) the evolving instability is no longer an eigenmode, but nevertheless

maintains a coherent structure which is convected poloidally throughout the flow-ramp;

(2) despite not being an eigenmode, we find the peak growth-rate γmax ∼ γIM; (3)

there is a noticeable lag with γmax realised some time after the profiles pass through the

critical γE (which would give the IM for flows held fixed in time); and (4) the peak in

growth-rate occurs when the mode structure has rotated slightly beyond the outboard-

midplane. Next when the flow-shear is taken into the |γE| > γE,GM regime, the presence

of Floquet transients seem ubiquitous to our system. The parameter (d2Ωφ)/(dqdt)

strongly influences the eigenmode-Floquet dynamics and determines how closely the

§ These timescales are found to be broadly similar for a range of initial conditions.
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instability tracks an eigenmode.

A model for small-ELMs? The large Type-I ELMs driven by ideal-MHD

instabilities would cause excessive erosion in ITER, so it is important to either develop

control systems for these ELMs, or identify ITER-relevant (e.g. low collisionality)

small/no-ELM regimes. The small Grassy-ELM regime is a possible option, but in

the absence of a physics-based model, the relevance for ITER remains uncertain. This

Grassy-ELM regime observed in JT-60U appears to be influenced by flows [27], providing

ELMs with characteristic frequencies between ∼ 400 − 1500 Hz. Could a GM-IM-GM

transition as the profiles evolve provide a burst of instability corresponding to small-

ELMs such as these? One mechanism arises when the pedestal conditions are such that

γE passes through γE,IM before reaching the ideal-MHD stability boundary. This would

trigger an IM, and the resulting burst of transport might be associated with an ELM.

Furthermore, the rapid adjustment of profiles would re-establish the GM and terminate

the ELM crash, limiting the energy released, and allowing the cycle to repeat. The

observation of Floquet Modes in Fig. 9 as the flow-shear is ramped beyond γE,GM and

the GM establishes may further influence the dynamics of ELMs.

These results, although based on a relatively simple fluid-ITG model, are expected

to be generic for all types of toroidal micro-instabilities, and thus provide some

robust experimentally testable predictions. For example, density/potential/magnetic

fluctuation measurements inside the pedestal viewed over a wide poloidal angle should

indicate asymmetries about the mid-plane, which would typically reverse when the

direction of the ∇B drift is reversed. Further, if some small-ELM types are indeed

triggered by the GM-IM-GM transition, data from the above diagnostic, resolved

temporally between successive small-ELM bursts, should indicate fluctuations that shift

poloidally at the time of ELM onset.

We note that in this paper, the parameter that controls the transition between the

GM and the IM is an externally imposed toroidal flow-shear. However, there is strong

evidence of intrinsic toroidal rotation in tokamaks [28], a likely source of which could

be turbulent fluctuations themselves [29–31]. A self-consistent, coupled system that

accounts for the feedback of the turbulence on the flows will be explored in the future.

Furthermore, it is important to explore these self-consistent dynamics in a realistic

situation where profiles are close to the GM marginal stability (e.g. for the kinetic

ballooning mode). This will require studies of more complete gyrokinetic models (e.g.

[32]) that retain more physics than our reduced fluid model. As a final remark, we note

that these ideas ultimately need to be tested non-linearly to explore the interaction of

turbulence with flows.

Appendix A. Relation of fields in the presence of flow-shear

We start with eqn. (2) and perform the transformation Ω → Ω + f , where f = γEy is

the Doppler-shift due to the flow-shear. We further define three new fields Gm = Ωφm,

Hm = ΩGm and Fm = ΩHm. This allows eqn. (2) to be written in a differential-
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difference form:

α̂Fm = −
(

∆̂φm + β̂Hm + Γ̂Gm

)

+ ǫn[κH + κG(2f + ηs) + κφ(f
2 + ηsf)] (A.1)

The spatial operators in the absence of flow-shear are defined in table A1, which we use

to define the operators acting on the fields in the presence of flow-shear in table A2.

Table A1: Spatial operators in the absence of plasma flow

α bŝ2∂2
y − (b+ 1)

β ηs(bŝ
2∂2

y − b) + 1

Γ σ2(m′ − y)2

∆ ηsσ
2(m′ − y)2

φ± φm+1 ± φm−1

κφ φ+ + ŝ∂yφ−

κG G+ + ŝ∂yG−

κH H+ + ŝ∂yH−

Table A2: New operator definitions upon the incorporation of a flow-profile f

α̂ α

β̂ β + 3fα

Γ̂ Γ + 2fβ + 3f2α

∆̂ ∆ + fΓ + f2β + f3α

Next transforming Ω → i∂/∂t, we see

∂

∂t









φm

Gm

Hm









= −i









Gm

Hm

Fm









, (A.2)

which we solve using the 4th-order Runge-Kutta scheme, with Fm calculated consistently

at every time-step by inverting eqn. A.1.

Appendix B. Calculating a global growth-rate from potential

For an eigenmode formulation we may write:

φ(x, θ, t) = e−iΩt
∑

m

φm(x)e
−imθ (B.1)

= e−iΩtφ̂. (B.2)

Multiplying with its complex-conjugate we have

|φ|2 = e2γt|φ̂|2, (B.3)

where

|φ̂|2 =
(

∑

m

φme
−imθ

)(

∑

k

φ∗
ke

ikθ

)

. (B.4)
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Integrating over the poloidal cross-section 〈...〉θ and in x provides

|φ| =
〈

|φ|2
〉1/2

θ,x
= eγt

√
2π

√

∑

m

∫

x
|φm|2dx ,

from which we derive the global growth-rate:

γ =
1

|φ|
∂|φ|
∂t

.
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